Ls swap harness

Here you will find information on various LT1's, LS1's, and Vortec Truck engines I have installed
or helped to install in many different vehicles. Please ask any questions you may have, I try to
answer everyone's questions. If you have a stock truck with a security problem I can also take
care of that with this service. The system was also on the 5. I can disable this system to prevent
oil consumption, and prevent future lifter failure. I have information on this page about
mechanical repair if you've already had a failure. Click on the link for more info on this service.
Please do not skip this page, even if you are only looking for programming. Check out my
Vortec Swap. In I installed an 01 Vortec cubic inch fuel injected Big Block Chevy with custom
DIY closed loop fuel injection system and distributor-less ignition. I installed a ZZ cam. Two
weeks later a piston fell apart and the sent a rod out the oil pan and is now out of the truck,
here's some pictures of the destruction. Here's the Vortec 6. Megasquirt controlling fuel and
spark, same as the above. I have now come across a Vortec 5. Click Vortec 5. I test ran the
engine on an engine stand using Ethanol made from a moonshine still. I used Megasquirt for
fuel and ignition control. Vortec 5. All ignition and fuel control comes from Megasquirt II. This
was my very first fuel injected swap. The LT1 and the car are now gone, bu t I' ve left all the
information!! Included on this page is the VATS page, showing how to byp ass GM's anti-theft
system used in many early 90's vehicles. My '67 Chevy Page has a little info about my pickup.
I've done disc brake and 5 lug conversion. Links includes other sites I found useful during my
LT1 swap. If you have any questions or comments about the website or maybe your own engine
swap, please E-Mail me! There should be enough here to get you going in the right direction.
Some of these I have pictures of completed harnesses I have modified for easy installation. I
have a lot of pictures so please be patient and let them load. If you find this information useful,
or have suggestion on something to add, let me know , I will try to get it done. My goal is to help
the hobbyist to be able to complete a harness transformation by them self. I would only hope
you send the PCM to me when it comes time for it. I do not charge for ANY information. Sample
schematic similar to what you may see in the following pages. This may help you to learn how
to read the schematics. New page on Air Conditioning Controls! For parts list for fuse block,
obd2 diagnostic port, and wiring instructions, click here! Typical 'External' Connections This is
so the PCM can remember learned information about the engine over time. This includes idle
control, fuel trims, and transmission adapts. This is what 'powers up' the PCM. Even the COIL
wire on some of those went dead when cranking. After cranking, power was restored to the coil
through a resistor, lowering voltage to 6 volts. The signal is only present for two seconds at key
on. Fuel pump operation resumes when cranking over. So, if there is a condition where there is
a bad crank sensor, fuel pump will come on, turn off, and will not turn on when cranking.
However, the signal needed is opposite how you're brake lights work. If you vehicle was
equipped with a lockup trans to begin with, you probably already have the proper normally
closed switch mounted by your brake light switch. If you do not, you can use a relay to perform
the same thing. There are then a normally open leg and a normally closed leg on the relay and a
supply. PCM can be programmed to match tire size and axle ratio for you're swap, so this signal
is calibrated. The stock LS tach signal is 4 cylinder type signal. This can be programmed as 4, 6,
or 8 cylinder signal. How to wire up a fan relay Relay coil draws less then 1 amp. Make sure the
ground for the cooling fan is a good one, also ensure there is a good ground from the battery side to the frame. This uses a 5 terminal relay for the on on the right in this schematic. When the
HIGH speed kicks in, it removes power from the first relay. This prevents power from being
applied to both wires of the fan at the same time. Here are some pictures of a typical automotive
relay that can be found at most parts stores. At shows and various events across the U. So the
question is: should you buy a new engine swap harness, or build your own? Here is an example
of a wiring job that we spotted at an event that needed some serious attention. And while it
looked pretty bad, the car made passes the entire weekend without any problems. While there
are a lot of excellent how-to videos on the web, precision is critical, and having a basic
understanding of schematics, the tools used, and wiring processes are all invaluable. The DIY
Process. When ordering or creating a standalone harness, you will need to identify your project
needs. Questions like what generation engine are you using, automatic or manual transmission,
drive-by-wire, or drive-by-cable, will need to be answered. You also need to determine where to
mount the ECU and have an idea for wire routing. After you figure out all of the details, you will
be able to start the process, which is not a short one. When someone decides to create a DIY
standalone harness, in most cases, they will start with an existing factory unit. In our
experience, these harnesses are old and dirty. After all, the LS engines have been on the market
for over 20 years now. As wiring harnesses age, some common problems that can develop are
broken wires and melted connectors, and some are nasty. While this unit was uncut, it was
filthy. Our first step was to remove the old factory wire loom and electrical tape. While this
sounds easy enough, we spent over two hours wrestling with the harness trying to remove

every last piece. Dirt and debris fell out the entire time we worked with the factory harness. After
we had stripped down everything, some problems were unveiled. The first image is the factory
harness stripped down and cleaned up. The second image is all of the conduit and tape that
was removed. The wires going to the transmission had been pinched, and the copper was
exposed from the insulation. We attached the wire ends together and then applied heat shrink
with adhesive over the connector. The heat shrink will keep the moisture out and prevent
corrosion. After we fixed this problem, we noticed that someone else had previously done the
same thing we just did with two other wires. Instead of using a non-insulated connector with
adhesive heat shrink, they used the standard type, which will allow for moisture, causing
problems down the road. We then noticed that some of the OE connectors were broken on the
harness and would need to be replaced. Our next step was to remove the unwanted wires and
connectors. We disassembled the red and blue connectors, carefully removing each pin that
was no longer required. One problem that we found is that after you remove the unused wires
from the harness, it leaves an opening straight to the ECU pins. This makes the ECU
susceptible to moisture and debris. We would highly recommend plugging these holes to keep
these elements out of the pin area of the ECU. There is no easy or reliable way to fix this
problem. Pulling the wires that we didn't need was not that time-consuming. Just make sure you
are removing the correct wire and don't get in a hurry. From here you will have some work to do
with the old fuse box, unless you plan on using it. Some of the wires need to be removed as
they will tie back to relays, and others will need to be fused. After all of the above is done, you
can then wrap your wires in tape, conduit, or leave them bare, even though we do not
recommend the last option. The top left picture is everything we stripped out of the harness and
didn't use, including the factory fuse box. The top right image shows you what wires will need
to be hooked up to a fuse box or relay. Our efforts resulted in a harness that looked much better
than when we started. However, even though the loom cleaned it up nicely, everything
underneath was junk. It was so rough in fact, that for our purpose, this harness is a lost cause
and will not be used. With so many broken wires and melted connectors, it would be hard to rely
on it for any of our projects. The last thing that we want to deal with is wiring problems on the
side of the road somewhere. Here is the harness after the conduit and loom were added. The
unit still needs a fuse block and relays to function. Unfortunatly the harness was in such bad
shape it would never make it onto one of our projects. When we called, they asked us about the
vehicle, transmission, throttle body, and where we wanted to mount the ECU. People do it all of
the time. At a glance, the Howell LS swap harness is already superior in the looks department
when compared to our DIY factory harness. The company also uses a high-temperature
shielding for wires that route around the exhaust. Our unit also included Bosch relays for the
fuel pump and dual-fan control, pre-terminated weather pack connectors, fuse block, and an
OBDII port with a built-in check engine light. With our DIY factory job, we will need to mount the
ECU where the harness allowed us, which limits us to under the hood. Our package included
the harness, ECU, new O2 sensors, weather-pack connector ends, instructions, and decals. For
our 5. The beauty of this part is two-fold. First, we know that this ECU is in good working order
because Howell tests them. Secondly, Howell turns off everything on the ECU that we are not
going to use. The ECUs are not locked, so if you want to make adjustments to the engine down
the road, just take it to your favorite tuner. If you decide to modify a factory harness, you can
save yourself some money. If you do choose to count your time as labor, things get more
interesting. When purchasing a new unit from Howell, you will talk with one of its experts. They
will take all of the guesswork out of the process and eliminate any problems, giving you
precisely what you need. Everything is new, including the connectors, wires, pins, and these
units are built in the USA. The only downside to the new unit is that it will cost you more money.
But, you will get a new unit that has been tested and is percent ready to install straight out of
the box. We will pour our hearts and souls into our vehicles and count every penny spent to
finish the task. But usually, the hours spent grinding away in the wee hours of the morning go
unaccounted for. Either way, your time is worth something, and we doubt you like giving it
away. We spent about 8 hours making our harness, and that was stopping a little short with the
process. We still need to add a fuse box and relays for it to be functional, which would add
another hour or two of labor. If you did keep track of your hours and put a dollar amount with
them, you could save a little but probably not as much as you think. Here is a picture of the
Howell swap harness next to the year-old unit on the right. The Howell unit is brand new,
terminated, and all of the wires are labeled out of the box. Which one would you trust on a
cross-country road trip? In our opinion, A DIY harness is not worth the effort. Think about it:
there are a ton of things that could be done in an 8 hour day on a vehicle. This is plenty of time
to install an engine and transmission, fit the interior, weld up an exhaust system, and a lot of
other things. We know that some of you out there are pros and have figured out how to make a

standalone harness in a matter of hours. For those of you that can, then a DIY harness makes
sense, if you start with a nice harness. We would much rather spend the additional money and
get a new harness and use our time on other areas of a project. We will safeguard your e-mail
and only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting LSX Magazine articles,
news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for
anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors
Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Article Sources. Howell Engine
Developments. Latest News. More Stories. Late Model LS Power in your inbox. Subscribe Now.
We think you might like No thanks. Classic Chevy Magazine. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. You
may be fascinated with the crazy cars at Holley's LS Fest and are curious about doing an LS
swap someday, or maybe you're already elbow-deep in completing one yourself, but there's no
denying the job takes a lot of research and planning. For every one of those early LS V-8 swaps,
a pound of flesh was sacrificed in the quest for knowledge, but after a period of time, the
aftermarket got wise to the need. If you plan on swapping an LS V-8 into a vehicle that currently
has or had! When it comes to accessory drives, the early pioneers of LS swaps learned that the
factory LS engine dress was a really bad fit for a lot of vintage cars. In fact, an entirely new
vocabulary of curse words was invented just for that! The guys at Holley heard them and
answered the call with kits like their mid-mount accessory system part No. What makes the
Holley system so cool is that you can order the entire thing, or just what you need. If you need a
freer-breathing, cleaner-looking intake manifold for your LS swapâ€”and who doesn't? One of
the first things you'll be searching for when swapping an LS is headers and exhaust. Of all the
parts needed to swap an LS, it is the headers that present the greatest challenge. Hedman is a
company that made its name in the header market they like to call them hedders! Hedman offers
LS swap headers in different lengths for lots of models including the Mustang shown, part No.
Who can argue with the power per dollar that the LS V-8 offers? We say if you're going to all the
trouble to swap one in your ride, it's going to suck if you're too embarrassed to pop your hood.
It covers the intake and valve covers with a paintable high-impact polycarbonate shell. Also
included are customizable aluminum badge inserts, billet aluminum oil fill, machined coil
brackets with standoffs, and ARP stainless hardware. Once you tackle your LS swap, you may
decide to add some extra sauce up to hp! The Mechanics Mate is a tool like none other, and had
we not witnessed this nice Australian gentleman demonstrating it at LS Fest West last year, we
might have dismissed it outright. If you've ever struggled with removing or installing a
pressed-on damper, you'll understand why we like it, because this thing laughs at pulleys. Their
website is MechanicsMate. I met these guys at LS Fest West last year, and their collective
knowledge on swapping the LS into any make and model is refreshing. At issue here is that
many DIY swappers actually want the rest of their car's electronics and gauges to function
normally, and for that you need a Mensa-level intellect for integrating the GM LS into other
modern cars with CAN-bus systems. The company is called PSI Engineering, and they do wiring
harness and a whole lot more. Remember this: When you're halfway into swapping an LS into
some weird-ass Volvo or something and need an engineering genius to get you out of the rabbit
hole, these are the guys. You'll want a transmission that can handle the kind of torque an LS
can dish out, and you'll want to buy it from folks who know a thing or two about building
LS-swapped hot rods. Such folks can be found at Speedway Motors, and their hp-capable
six-speed Tremec manual transmission kit has all the right stuff in one box part No. The only
thing else you'll need is a vehicle-specific crossmember. One company stands out among
others as the go-to source for swap transmission crossmembers: American Powertrain. To call
their line of X-Factor transmission crossmembers extensive would be an understatement.
Shown is part No. American Powertrain also has a deep line of Tremec-based manual
transmission kits, so it's really a one-stop driveline stop. Close Ad. Johnny Hunkins Author.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. It was modeled on the actual LS1 engine and is
race-proven to perform in challenging conditions. Note: LS2 and up engines, additional
accessories and other injector types are subject to additional fees. Please call us if you have a
drive-by-wire engine. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up Search. Dealer List
Dealer Application. The engine requires only 3 wires to be connected starter signal, ignition
signal and fuel pump. No cores and additional wiring required. Point to point tested on every
wire. Completely redesigned harness to reduce weight, improve performance and provide a
tucked look. Fully integrated and removable Bussman weather-proof Micro fuse box, relays and
fuses. Wiring for reverse lights, speed sensor, check engine light need to be connected to the
chassis electrical system. OBD2 Consult port. Using GTO 2-pin Alternator. Tremec TR TH or
other non-electronic auto trans. Do Not Add. Vortec 5 Pin. I Already Have a Coilpack Harness.
Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article.
Recommended Quick view. Add to Cart. Quick view. Choose Options. Each harness is built from

scratch specifically for your engine and vehicle combination. In most cases a Direct-Fit harness
will allow you to retain all of the factory vehicle functions including factory gauges, ABS, and
cruise control when doing an engine swap. The main difference between our Direct-Fit custom
harnesses and a standalone engine management harness is that the custom harness is exactly
thatâ€¦ CUSTOM! Meaning it is built specific to your application. A standalone engine
management harness is cheaper because it is designed to do nothing except run the engine and
supply basic signals such as speedometer and tachometer outputs. A Direct-Fit custom
harness from Current Performance Wiring contains all of the electrical connections that are
required for your project vehicle. All fuses that are not in the vehicle already are included in the
complete custom harnesses as well. This harness is not only designed to plug right in to the
project vehicle and engine, but since they are completely built from scratch, they can be made
to your specs. If you are going for a clean install and want the ECU inside the passenger
compartment, or all the way back in the trunk, we can make it exactly how you need. Installing a
supercharger and need a relay for intercooler pump? Not a problem. Direct-Fit Custom
Harnesses come covered in standard OE split loom but optional Braided loom is available for an
extra charge, and is installed on the harness for you. Have a look through the tabs above to
choose your specific application to see more details about the options we can provide. Custom
harnesses can be built for any of the 24x Engines and available matching transmissions being
installed in these trucks. Custom harnesses can be built for any of the 58x Engines and
available matching transmissions being installed in these trucks. Custom harnesses can be
built for any of the LTx Engines and available matching transmissions being installed in these
trucks. You must be logged in to post a review. Gen 3 LSx 24x Engine Custom harnesses can be
built for any of the 24x Engines and available matching transmissions being installed in these
trucks. Full factory instrument cluster functionality Factory Anti-lock brake system Cruise
control Air conditioning Electric fans. Gen 4 LSx 58x Engine Custom harnesses can be built for
any of the 58x Engines and available matching transmissions being installed in these trucks.
Full factory instrument cluster functionality Factory Anti-lock brake system Cruise control Air
conditioning Electric fans E67 ECU may be required to keep full factory functions in some
cases. Gen 5 LTx Engine Custom harnesses can be built for any of the LTx Engines and
available matching transmissions being installed in these trucks. Reviews There are no reviews
yet. Select Your Options. Tags: engine harness , engine swap , wire harness. Categories:
Custom Direct-Fit Harnesses. Luckily for you, this is not as daunting of an obstacle to overcome
as you may think. In fact, getting that LS to run can be a breeze. You have two options to getting
your LS to run: either you get a standalone harness or you get yourself set up with a carburetor.
Yeah, a carburetor. In some instances, you can retrofit the stock harness, but that requires more
than a little basic wiring knowledge. Another option? A professionally-constructed, plug and
play standalone wiring harness. You may be wondering what in the world standalone means. A
standalone harness is used just for engine control, i. Compared to a factory wiring harness, a
standalone harness is a bit smaller and features less connections. This is because it is not
intended to run a lot of the additional options, like cruise control or fuel management. That
being said, while some standalones feature as little as four connections to get the engine
running say, one each for the battery, ground, ignition, and fuel pump , other connections will
need to be made to the computer, sensors for data logging, and so on. Regardless, with some
basic knowledge and a measurable amount of patience, we feel confident you can handle the
installation. Keep in mind that the make and model will determine the manufacturer needed for
this. Despite going into a , or even year-old vehicle, you need to add in all of the emissions
sensors and components, including things such as MAF and EVAP sensors. You may be
wondering if a standalone harness is a viable option here. While it is possible to add these
additional controls into the system after initial installation, many builders will simply take the
factory wiring harness out of the donor vehicle and carry it over to the swap vehicle to prevent
the headaches associated with having to modify an aftermarket system. Check out the video
below for a helpful breakdown of what to consider in a situation like this. The greater majority of
LS swaps will use a standalone harness because they are simple and affordable. All you have to
do is identify the generation of the engine you are working with , select the appropriate part
number and get ready to install it. Each Painless Performance harness is quality-tested before it
leaves the building to ensure all circuits are viable. Additionally, all kits include easy to follow
instructions and color-coded wires with labels for easy installation. Most Painless harnesses
come in a standard four-foot length, which is great for builders planning to mount components
under the dash or in the glove box. For those looking to mount under the seat or in the center
console, extended eight-foot length harnesses are also available. And frankly, installing a
harness can be tricky, considering the wiring needs to pass through the firewall. Inside the
vehicle, you will need to find a place to mount the PCM and fuse block, while ensuring there is

plenty of slack in the wiring needed to run the electronic wiring for gauges if it will be used.
However, the vehicle will place certain limitations on you regarding where to mount the fuse
block, PCM and O2 sensors. That requires some extra finesseâ€”and planning. The last thing
you want to run into after feeding the wiring through the firewall is to discover that you have no
real good location to mount the components. Still, wiring can be a drag to deal with as it
constantly binds on itself. So, work slowly and stay organized. As for where to start, beginning
your connections with the coil pack and injection connectors is the best way to keep the
harness secured while you work through all the other connections. For many, knowing which
connector will go where is intuitive. Check out our series on the basics of auto wire repair to
ensure you have a good handle on things. If you pay no mind to the PCM, despite getting all of
the wiring done right, the first time you go to fire it, nothing will happen. Obviously, this can be
extremely frustrating. Many times, this problem is because the factory VATS was never
disabled. Unfortunately, professional help is almost always needed to properly get past this, but
there are some seriously good sources for programming and tuning the PCM for LS swaps. I
definitely recommend giving LT1swap. You must log in to post a comment. What are my options
for running an LS engine? What is a standalone harness? Get the Right Stuff The greater
majority of LS swaps will use a standalone harness because they are simple and affordable. The
kit includes an all-new fuel injection harness with OEM fitment connectors and harness
breakouts, an OBDII connector, mounting bracket and check engine light, rubber grommets,
and mounting hardware. Source: Painless Performance Each Painless Performance harness is
quality-tested before it leaves the building to ensure all circuits are viable. Like this: Like
Loading Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. The center of this conversion is our
engine mounts and crossmember kit. This mount kit includes new frame brackets that bolt into
existing holes in the frame. Unlike most LS swap parts on the market everything here was made
to work together, so you'll have clean mounting of your engine and not a mix of unrelated parts.
Our engine mounts position the engine so there is no steering interference, and our
crossmember maintains the proper drive-line angle. There are many options to complete this
conversion including, oil pans, headers, fuel system, cooling, front accessories, and wiring.
Simply scroll down through the following part groups to see all that we offer for an easy, strong,
and clean installation of your LS engine. See our installation guide for more info on this LS
swap. No generic hope-it-fits parts here. Everything was developed on a real project truck for
the best possible fit. This 2wd mount and crossmember kit locates the engine in the best place
for use with late model overdrive transmissions and front accessory drives. Includes motor
mounts, frame brackets, transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Made
from American made steel and laser cut, precision bent, powder coated and feature
polyurethane bushings with a lifetime free replacement warranty. Contact us for individual
components. This 4wd mount kit locates the engine at the factory bell housing location so you
can use your original transmission, transfer case and crossmember. If using a late model
transmission you will have to relocate your crossmember and trim for fitment. Includes motor
mounts, frame brackets, and hardware. Click here for more info. The LH8 pan is the oil pan that
our LS swap was designed around. It comes standard or machined for the oil bypass valve to
use with displacement on demand or variable valve timing. Includes new full length windage
tray, pickup tube, hardware, gasket, dipstick, and our pickup tube girdle. We also offer our High
Clearance oil pan that is great for people looking for additional ground clearance. Original GM
oil pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with a single bolt mating flange on the tube. The bolt
hole on the other side is not used. Our Girdle is cnc machined aluminum and goes over the
original mating flange, wraps around the tube, and fastens using both bolt holes. It comes with
two longer bolts for install. Our ceramic-coated headers offer many features that are normally
only found on custom race headers. The mid-length headers use a gasket-less ball and socket
type collector for a leak free install. The long tubes feature a slip-fit collector that when used in
conjunction with band clamps offer great ground clearance. We offer several sizes so you can
match them to your horsepower level. Our stepped headers offer great high rpm performance
while retaining good low and mid-range power. These headers do not work with 4wd. Includes
gaskets, bolts, reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. Standard ceramic finish is polished silver,
contact us for bare steel and black ceramic coated pricing. At this time there are no headers
available for 4wd trucks. You can use the original LS truck manifolds along with our engine
mount kit and oil pan kits. The Stainless steel ensures maintenance-free longevity. They feature
a slip-fit collector that when used with stainless steel band clamps offer the best ground
clearance in the industry. The collector merge-spike increases power and they include gaskets,
bolts, and O2 sensor bungs. All of our stainless headers feature a collector merge-spike that
creates a smooth transition from the primary tube into the collector. It reduces low pressure
turbulence increasing the scavenging effect of the cylinders thus increasing flow and power

output. We have Stainless band clamps and header bolts along with reducer cones to help you
complete your exhaust system. Our Pump and fitting kit makes it easy to convert your existing
fuel tank to work with your new LS engine. The kit includes a Walbro lph in-tank fuel pump to go
onto your existing sending unit and all fittings needed to then hook your sending unit to our
fuel line kit. Our quick and easy complete fuel line systems includes everything needed to go
from the fuel tank to the LS fuel rail. Includes P. Click for more info. These kits includes
everything you need to swap out your original intake to a fabricated aluminum, high-flow intake
and convert to a larger cable-controlled throttle body. These are a great option for those using a
truck pull-out package. We now offer conversion radiators specifically designed for your truck
with an LS engine. They feature all aluminum construction, but unlike others on the market, they
have beautifully stamped tanks with strengthening indentations just like your original. They're a
double pass design putting the inlet and outlet on the same side which greatly simplifies
plumbing to the engine. The all important steam port bung is welded into the upper part of the
tank which lets your new LS engine vent properly. They also include a sensor port that can be
used for a coolant temp fan switch. Excellent restoration type quality made in the USA.
Available bare aluminum or black and with or without high performance electric fans installed.
Come in 2 different core sizes. Please measure yours before ordering. Muscle Rods Coil
Relocation Kits alleviates the problem of the rear coils hitting the power brake booster or air
conditioning box when swapping the LS engines into early vehicles. For more info click here.
Whether you are looking for original equipment style, or full billet custom, we have you covered.
We have partial and complete kits in several finishes, that have been tested to work with our
other components and your truck. Hit the link for more info. LS Conversion Specialists. LS
engine swap kits for to cars and trucks. Everything here is made specifically for your truck.
Solid Race Bushings Also available are solid race bushings for our engine mounts. Click here
for oil pan install article. Oil pan kits come with our exclusive pickup tube girdle. Muscle Rods
Ceramic Coated Headers Our ceramic-coated headers offer many features that are normally
only found on custom race headers. Smooth bends and transitions in stainless steel. Exhaust
Accessories We have Stainless band clamps and header bolts along with reducer cones to help
you complete your exhaust system. Fuel Line and Regulator Kit Our quick and easy complete
fuel line systems includes everything needed to go from the fuel tank to the LS fuel rail. LS
Conversion Intake Manifold kits These kits includes everything you need to swap out your
original intake to a fabricated aluminum, high-flow intake and convert to a larger
cable-controlled throttle body. Optional dual high performance fans installed. LS Swap Hoses
and Line Kits Check here for radiator hoses, transmission line and power steering kits to
complete your swap. Wiring Harnesses and Computer We offer many stand-alone harnesses as
well as harness and re-flashed computer packages. Home Back to top. There's events dedicated
solely to it's existence and a legion of fans worldwide that celebrate the newer version of the
wild Chevrolet V8. Swapping an LS engine into an older vehicle has its challenges, this guide
wil
tail light wiring diagram 1992 chevy truck
2008 gmc acadia transmission control module
f150 spark plug wires
l simplify your oil pan choices and get you up and running sooner! Follow along as we show
you how to install an LS-swap oil pan, and outline which you'll need for your build. My Account
My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in
Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View
All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in
Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in
Off-Road - View All. Holley and Hooker have partnered together to offer the most versatile and
complete LS swap kits on the market so you can install the GM LS engine into your favorite
chassis! What's Lamer â€” '72 Nova Or a '77 Omega? See More. Narrow Results. Items 1 - of
Sort By Product Name. Page: 1. Back To Top.

